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President’s Message
Ideal Contracting teams are earning the reputation of being able to quickly
align their project delivery with our customers’ expectations which is critical
for our continued success and growth.
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In this issue learn how the Pontiac PDPM team embraces Ideal’s corporatewide Safety Brings Us Home program. Big on talent development, several
highly motivated core crews constantly engage and challenge everyone
on their job sites about safety. Their safety leadership carries over into
their highly successful project completion track record. The Pontiac team
exemplifies world-class teamwork, flawless execution, and record safety
metrics.
Ideal Contracting was a part of revitalizing the old Shaw Power Plant on
Michigan State’s campus, which was built back in 1948. The project ran
into multiple issues, however thanks to working closely with its customer
and partners the project is on track to being completed at the end of
October. Learn more about how they are revitalizing this space to create
collaborative spaces for students on page 3.
Read about Spencer Young and his latest Ideal career achievement. You may
be surprised to learn that Spencer’s first Ideal job was with a sister company,
Ideal Shield. We thank Spencer for choosing Ideal Contracting as a place to
grow his professional career. Congratulations, Spencer!
This issue also features Ideal
Contracting’s participation in two
teamGM Cares community projects:
Scarlett’s Smile in August followed in
September by the sixth teamGM CaresSouthwest Detroit. The two projects
serve as examples of how Ideal often
partners with General Motors and
others to create smiles for children and
productive sustainable community
spaces.
On behalf of the Venegas family, thank
you for helping us to build a premier construction company. Stay focused
on a strong finish to 2019. We do this knowing that The Ideal Contracting
culture and core values drive us to Stay Ahead and Be the Best.

teamGM Cares Weeks

An Ideal Summer

Loren Venegas, President
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GIVING
POWER
B A C K
TO THE
STUDENTS
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The Revitalization of the
Shaw Lane Power Plant

The Shaw Lane Power Plant, built in 1948, is being revitalized into a state-of-the-art STEM
Teaching and Learning Facility on Michigan State University’s campus. Once completed,
the facility will span 170,000 square-feet, holding classes and laboratories in the fields of
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics.
Ideal Contracting’s scope of work for this project included the fabrication, detailing, and
erection of structural steel. The existing Shaw Lane Power Plant building required new
structural floor framing to three levels of the building as well as a new classroom building
addition. The two-story classroom addition totaled 9,500 square-feet. The facility will
feature study areas located within the exisiting silo. Finally, a second-floor addition was
completed in the adjacent Annex building, which served as the old steam turbine house.
Before work could begin on the existing Power Plant, (3) four-story tall boilers had to
be removed. Due to the amount of asbestos removal required, the boiler demolition
took longer than expected. To maintain the schedule, Ideal Contracting re-sequenced
the steel installation to ensure the demolition and steel installation could be completed
simultaneously.

Technology

OWNER
MICHIGAN STATE
UNIVERSITY
CLIENT
GRANGER
CONSTRUCTION

E

LOCATION
EAST LANSING, MI

Engineering

ARCHITECT
IDS
SERVICES
SELF-PERFORM
STRUCTURAL STEEL
ERECTION
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STATS
350 TONS OF STEEL

Hats off to Jim Davenport, Project
Superintendent, and his crew. Jim and his field
team did an outstanding job implementing a very
challenging steel erection project with no safety
incidents.”
Jason Zupin, Project Manager

M
Math

The first floor weight restriction was another challenge the Ideal team overcame. The
existing floor capacity was restricted by the Engineer of Record (EOR) severely impacting
the type of equipment that could be used to install the upper level floor framing. Ideal hired
a third-party engineering firm to perform a structural analysis and re-rate the floor capacity
based on the actual concrete compressive strength and existing steel framing conditions.
The floor capacity was re-rated to accommodate the necessary equipment to safely install
the upper level floor framing.
Ideal Contracting’s portion of the project was completed at the end of October of 2019. The
newly renovated facility is scheduled to open August of 2020.
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THE
MILFORD TEAM
WORKING FULL
STEAM AHEAD
The Milford PDPM (Project Delivery Program Management) team
recently completed the Building 70 South Steam Line Replacement
project. This project provided General Motors with a new steam
line to replace the failing infrastructure.
The scope of work included the removal of 16,000 CY of earth for
the 1,500 LF steam line. The engineering and layout of the pipe
proposed challenges to the team as there were many underground
obstacles and elevations that had to be worked around or
relocated. A major concern was encountering a utility in the path
of the steam line that could not be relocated. These challenges
required critical thinking from the team due to the constricted
schedule. The steam line supports necessary vehicle testing which
required the project to be completed in 10 days.
To meet the project schedule, the team installed piping from
both ends to meet at the new steam vault located in the center
of the run. This approach allowed for the core drilling of the vault
to be postponed until the exact path was excavated, providing
the opportunity to manipulate the inlet and outlet locations from
unforeseen obstructions.
Upon completion, multiple overhead powerlines, poles, site
lighting and storm sewers were relocated in order to maintain the
proposed path of the new steam and condensate line. The project
was successfully completed within schedule and without any failed
weld inspections.
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GENERAL CONTRACTING +
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STATS
16,000 CY OF EARTH MOVED
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SAFETY SUCCESS

Safety is not simply a goal we try to achieve, it’s our culture. We’ve cultivated an environment that inspires
safe behavior from all team members and subcontractors. Our Pontiac PDPM (Project Delivery Program
Management) team is a testament to making safety a priority every day. The team has self-performed
60,000 man-hours and overseen 213,000 man-hours of subcontracted work incident free since the
beginning of 2017.
The team’s scope of work spans over 7 sites including, Pontiac Global Propulsion Systems (GPS), Pontiac
Metal Stamping (MFD), Pontiac Customer Care and Aftersales (CCA), Waterford Customer Care and
Aftersales (CCA), Orion Assembly Center (OAC), Detroit Hamtramck Assembly
Center (DHAM), Fiat Chrysler Automotive World Headquarters (FCA), and
numerous miscellaneous small projects.
As Pat Potochick, Site Safety for Pontiac said, “It starts from the top down.
We are lucky to have a strong core leadership team that directly impacts our
safety.” Site Manager, Joe Nowakowski, Lead Superintendent, Jason Miller,
and General Foreman, Brian Maday are all vital to promoting the safest
working environment possible. Following Jason’s lead, Brian holds our team to a very high standard when
working by themselves, in conjunction with our subcontractors, or interacting with our clients.
Thank you, Pontiac team, for continuing to live, lead and empower each other to go home safe every day!

P o n t i a c ’s P r i o r i t y I s S a f e t y

273,000

man-hours incident free since 2017

7
facilities serviced

7
7

500

workers on-site in 2019 (YTD)
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GM PONTIAC GLOBAL PROPULSION SYSTEMS
GM PONTIAC ME TAL STAMPING
GM PONTIAC CUSTOMER CARE + AFTERSALES
GM WATERFORD CUSTOMER CARE + AFTERSALES
GM ORION ASSEMBLY CENTER
GM DE TROIT HAMTRAMCK ASSEMBLY CENTER
FCA WORLD HEADQUAR TERS

PROJECT MANAGERS
Joe Nowakowski • Matt Suokas • Joe Ross

H
E

T

PROJECT ENGINEERS
Dylan Cook • Sabella Ammiano

SAFETY
Terry Medley • Patrick Potochick • Chris Shields

E
A
M

FIELD
Jason Miller • Thomas Gianino • Brian Maday • Andy Schipinski • Deno Mattia • David
Pung • Tyler Reynolds • Matthew Edgerton • Steven Bull • Gerald Jones • Tracy Boulier
Robert McPhail • Dale Pisha
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THE LADDER
OF SUCCESS:
Spencer Young
A native Michigander, Spencer Young graduated from Eastern Michigan University with a major
in Construction Management and a minor in Business. His career began eight years ago at our
sister company, Ideal Shield, and in 2014 Spencer transitioned to Ideal Contracting as a Project
Engineer. Due to Spencer’s teamwork mentality, attention to detail, and strong work ethic he
recently gained a promotion as Project Manager.
A two-year project, the Little Caesars Arena is Spencer’s most memorable project at Ideal. Spencer
was the Project Engineer on the Arena project. His focus was on the multiple structural and
miscellaneous steel packages, including the Via Roof and outer buildings. “The Arena is my most
memorable of my career, thus far, due to the nature and size of the project, as well as the success,”
explained Spencer. He is grateful that the project allowed him to work with many seasoned
veterans of the trade, including management and craft labor.

Little Caesars Arena Perimeter Buildings AB, C + DEE

Spencer is currently completing the erection of 817 tons of structural steel for the 62,000 squarefoot Kraus building addition at the University of Michigan. The renovation and addition of the
Kraus building will enable the School of Kinesiology to consolidate its programs and operations
currently in the School of Kinesiology Building, the Central Campus Recreation Building, and other
occupied leased space into one location.
Spencer’s talent exemplifies the mission of our company by cultivating and leveraging his skills to
benefit customers. Spencer’s customer first approach drives him to do the right thing and create
valuable successes for our customers. “I believe this promotion will empower me to foster better
relationships with customers,” Spencer stated.
Spencer not only exhibits the essence of our core values while at work, but also outside of work.
Spencer and his wife of six years, Rebekah, are active members of the St. Luke Lutheran Church in
Ann Arbor and enjoy participating in events that service the community around them. Together
they have two beautiful daughters, Beatrice, four, and Iris, one. They enjoy spending time with
family and friends, going to local parks, and sharing meals together. In his free time, Spencer
enjoys playing ultimate frisbee, hunting, and swing dancing.
One piece of advice that Spencer would give to others is that hard work pays off. “Sometimes
when you are in the trenches you may not see this, however when you come out the other side,
you can see that your work paid off; often with great experience and better relationships,” said
Spencer.
The Ideal team congratulates Spencer on his promotion and wishes him nothing but success in
his new role as Project Manager!
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Spencer Young has a deep
dedication to his faith, his family, and
his career here at Ideal Contracting. His
organizational skills and work ethic are
second to none. I have not seen many
who can match his output and diligence
in executing complex construction
projects. I am very excited for his recent
promotion to Project Manager.”
		Patrick Bell, Director of Steel Operations
University of Michigan Kraus Building
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MEET OUR
NEW
TEAM
MEMBERS

Jason Dryer
Project Manager

Jose Perez
Project Engineer

Michael Craig
Project Engineer

Meghan Robertson
Project Engineer

Belen Sanchez
Cost Accountant

Ricky Saxena
Project Engineer

At Ideal Contracting, we don’t just accept different, we thrive on it. Our team members are
a reflection of our core values, focusing on quality, safety, and integrity, always putting our
customers first.

Jesus Molinar
Project Manager

Joshua Smith
Site Safety Rep
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Tony Rosati
Project Manager

Lori Munday
Purchasing Assistant

Ali Darwiche
Project Engineer

Sandy Fraser
Project Engineer

CLASS OF
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BUILD U

The Build U program gives students a meaningful and challenging hands-on experience in the construction industry.
The class of 2019 gained an understanding of the office and field environments from day-to-day activities and team
events. The interns visited multiple training centers which allowed them to understand the different trades. The class
also visited multiple jobsites and presented final presentations to the executives and upper management, giving the
interns an opportunity to have an open discussion on their learning experiences and pressing topics within the industry.

ORIENTATION
CARPENTERS TRAINING CENTER

OPERATING ENGINEERS TRAINING
CENTER

SITE TOURS

IRON WORKERS TRAINING FACILITY
FINAL PRESENTATIONS
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SC A R L E T ’S SM I L E

SOUTHWEST DETROIT
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Scarlet’s Smile is an organization with a mission
of building a barrier-free all-inclusive playground.
Scarlet’s Smile was named after an incredible sixyear-old, Scarlet, who is battling Spinal Muscular
Atrophy. Scarlet’s dream was to have all children able
to enjoy fun-filled days at a playground. With the help
of General Motors and Ideal Contracting volunteers
Scarlet’s dream became a reality. The park includes
a 18,000-square-foot barrier-free playground with
a specialized rubberized surface to accommodate
wheelchairs and more!
The Scarlet’s Smile project has definitely
set the bar at a higher level and I am truly
honored to have been a part of the excitement
and a memory that a child will have forever.”

click to play

Jennifer Torres, Project Manager

click to play
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teamGm Cares and the Ideal Group partnered with SDEV,
Scarcyny Park, Cadillac Urban Gardens, Detroit Cristo Rey
High School, Holy Redeemer Grade School, Bridgewater
Interiors, State Farm, Marathon, and Southwest Business
Association to help give back to the community of
Southwest Detroit. Throughout the week hundreds
of volunteers worked together to create productive
community spaces and transform the neighborhood.
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Company Picnic

Company Golf Outing

Summer 2019 was filled with joy and laughter for the Ideal
team. Besides all of the hard-work in the office, the team
enjoyed fun filled events outside of the office. Including
some friendly competition between team members,
like our annual company golf outing and participating
in Dodge For Detroit. Team members also competed
in the COPA Soccer tournament, playing against other
businesses and organizations. To wrap it all up, the
summer ended in a weekend of family fun with our annual
company picnic at Kensington Park. Employees and their
families gathered for an afternoon filled with good food,
games, and company!

Dodge For Detroit

click to play

COPA Soccer Tournament
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Company Golf Outing

click to play

Company Golf Outing

COPA Soccer Tournament

AN
IDEAL
SUMMER

Company Golf Outing
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OUR CORE VALUES
SAFETY
Live, lead, and empower each other to ensure everyone goes home safely.

INTEGRITY
Our actions will be guided by transparency, honesty and the principle to always do the right thing.

TALENT
Cultivate, leverage, and inspire personal growth to advance the mission of the company.

SUSTAINABILITY
Contribute to the advancement of neighborhoods we operate in, by developing safe communities
and a strong educational structure.

2525 Clark St. Detroit, MI 48209 | 313.843.8000
www.idealcontracting.com

